IMPORTANT NOTICE

Constable (Executive) Male and Female in Delhi Police Examination-2020

F.No.3-2/2020-P&P-I: The Commission has been receiving a number of representations from the aspiring applicants of aforesaid Examination requesting for corrections/modifications/changes in photographs or other columns of their online application forms.

2. In the context, attention is drawn to para B.6 of the Notice of the aforesaid Examination which clearly specify that "Before submission of the online application, candidates must check that they have filled correct details in each field of the form. After submission of the online application form, no change/correction/modification will be allowed under any circumstances. Requests received in this regard in any form like Post, Fax, Email, by hand, etc shall not be entertained".

3. The above instructions have also been reiterated at Para-20(8) and at S. No. 18 of Annexure-II.

4. Keeping the above in view, candidates must exercise due diligence while filling up the online applications. Communication to the Commission on the matter in any form will not be entertained.

Under Secretary (P&P-I)
21-08-2020